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amazon com the quarry 9780316281836 iain banks books - fast paced gripping and savagely funny the quarry is a virtuoso performance whose soaring riffs on the inexhaustible marvel of human perception and rage against the dying of the light will stand among iain banks greatest work, the quarry iain banks novel wikipedia - the quarry iain banks novel the quarry is iain banks final novel which was published posthumously in late june 2013 it deals with an autistic youth kit and his father guy a misanthrope who is dying of cancer the author who died on 9 june 2013 was in the advanced phases of terminal gall bladder cancer at the time, the quarry by iain banks goodreads - iain calls himself iain m banks on the cover of his science fiction novels and calls himself iain banks on his other books which are mostly thrillers my favourite novel by him is a song of stone he is one of my favourite authors and does seem to possess an incredible imagination, the quarry by iain banks review books the guardian - the quarry by iain banks review it lacks the raw vigour of the wasp factory the gothic shudder of the crow road it lacks even the wintry romance of last year s stonemouth instead through the eyes of kit a hulking autistic teenager we watch a man kit s father guy die of cancer there is barely a plot little character development, the quarry by iain banks review telegraph - the final novel by iain banks who died on sunday is a dark satire about old friends lost dreams and approaching mortality says jake kerridge with banks one can t help feeling that literature s gain was mining engineering s loss when he stopped making bombs in real life he started blowing things up in books, the quarry by iain banks grlewry medium - the quarry by iain banks score 4 out of 5 grlewry blocked unblock follow following jun 10 2014 never miss a story from grlewry when you sign up for medium learn more, the quarry iain banks novel wikivisually - iain banks iain banks was a scottish author he wrote mainstream fiction under the name iain banks and science fiction as iain m banks after the publication and success of the wasp factory banks began to write on a full time basis his first science book consider phlebas was released in 1987, the quarry iain m banks - about the book fast paced gripping and savagely funny the quarry is a virtuoso performance whose soaring riffs on the inexhaustible marvel of human perception and rage against the dying of the light will stand among iain banks greatest work, the quarry review iain banks s last book contains a - the quarry review iain banks s last book contains a final irony while by all accounts banks died with great courage and dignity the central character guy seen by his autistic son kit is raging against the dying of the light he is not just raging he is voluble vicious and foul mouthed, the quarry by iain m banks paperback barnes noble - the quarry by iain m banks eighteen year old kit is weird big strange odd socially disabled on a spectrum that stretches from highly gifted at one end to nutter at the other at least kit knows who his father is he and guy live together in a decaying country house on the unstable brink of a vast quarry, quarry audiobook by iain banks - you can listen to the full audiobook quarry for free at audibay com format unabridged written by iain banks narrated by peter kenny release date 6 20 2013 duration 9 hrs 15 mins genres, the quarry iain banks 9780349138596 book depository - iain banks came to widespread and controversial public notice with the publication of his first novel the wasp factory in 1984 he gained enormous popular and critical acclaim for both his mainstream and his science fiction novels, the quarry audiobook by iain banks audible com - what made the experience of listening to the quarry the most enjoyable i knew iain banks was a top author and this book was another top story 1 of 1 people found this review helpful overall 5 out of 5 stars performance 5 out of 5 stars story 5 out of 5 stars, book review the quarry by iain banks the scotsman - iain banks little brown 18 99 while he might like to depict extremes of human behaviour and to garnish his tales thereof with outwits he s not one for high flown language or dense
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